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 CHAPTER.1

INTRODUCTION OF ENERGY HARVESTING  

1.1 Overview of the Energy Harvesting 

The power is likely to be the most limiting issue in transportable technology. This 

limits the self-sufficiency ofdimension, load and movable devices. The present 

  

 

 

          

 

             

 

   

   

 

           

            

            

             

generation batteries last long, when compared to the previous generation batteries.

Nevertheless, the excessive dependence on batteries would have a negative impact on the 

environment. The rechargeable batteries necessitate the regular maintenance. Addition to

this, the discharged batteries need more work to do, recharging becomes a problem 

because the access points are not available even in cities and major towns.

  Wire and wireless are promising areas where research on energy is a sensational 

alternative to batteries Starner [1]. The desktop computers have evolved into a wearable 

computer.  The  wearable  computer  devices  are  integrated  into  the life of  the  user by

linking  fashion and technology  with the regular apparel ( sunglasses, earrings,  lockets )

Starner [2].  The  wireless  sensor  nodes  consuming  very  low  power, as  low  as  a few

microwatts. The sensor nodes are generally unapproachable to change or recharge 

batteries from time to time. The latest developments in technologies have resulted in

considerable reduction of volume, mass, and power utility of diverse digital systems. 

However, The size and heaviness of numerical systems play a vital role in batteries

Billinghurst [3].  

1.2 Ambient Energy Sources  

  

 

Energy  harvesting  from  environmental  sources  can  be  divided  in  fluid  flow

sources,  stress  variations,  vibration,  RF,  solar  power,  radioactive  fragments  and  several 

methods  help  to  garner  the  energy  from  the  environs, all  this  can  be  used  for  powering

the sensors Starner [1].

  The  sensors  help  in  providing  better  safety, lavishness  and  well-being  of  smart 

buildings. The power requirements for the electronic Wi-Fi sensors are in a range of few
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100 microwatts. The crucial power requirements for Wi-Fi sensors are met by converting

energy  from  mechanical  pulsations  and  solar  energy.  The  technology  is  powered  to  use 

interior and exterior solar energy. The fig 1.1 illustrates the power accessed by converting

mechanical  pulsations,  solar  energy,  and  batteries  from  time  to  time.  In  the  fig  1.1  the 

dusky rectangular shades represent the accessible power from mechanical pulsations, and

solar  energy.  These  are  separated  into  rectangular  indices  which  provide  us  the 

information  that  reaping  energy  has  a  direct  relevance  on  the  surrounding  environment.

The apex of the blue colored rectangle signifies energy received from the direct sun, and 

the base signifies the general power utility in an office. The batteries are the provisional

suggested  power  sources  for  Wi-Fi  sensors,  so  the  quality  of  energy  from  the  batteries 

shall decide the sensors strength and durability. Billinghurst  [3].  

.  

Fig.1.1. Power density (µW/cm
3
) vs. lifetime for various sources of power. 

 

1.2.1 Vibrational sources  

The analysis of vibration from different sources is a key factor in the design of 

transducers. The machines are finely tuned to vibrate at the basic pulsating regularity and 

this synchronous movement helps in predicting the energy production to a greater 

accuracy making it a self-governing entity. The transducers consist evidence accretion to 

hold on casing. The micro-transducers convert the mechanical pulsations caused by mass 

movement relative to the housing, speed up the housing and this available energy are 
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converted to functional energy. The electrostatic transducer, electromagnetic inductor,

and piezoelectric transducer are the 3 instruments which are used to transform 

mechanical pulsations into electrical energy. The self-governing sensors use MEMS

instruments to draw energy from the environment and store this congregated energy 

instead of using secondary batteries.   Roundy [4].  

Table 1.1 reviews the assessment of the  3 pulsating converters. The first column 

represents the energy density. The 1st list represents energy density, 2
nd

 list provides the 

outcomes of the magnitudes  of different types of converters and the 3rd
 list depict the 

 

             

proportionate energy density outcomes in relation to high input values.

Table 1.1 provides the summary of Realistic and Hypothetical energy density of 3 

pulsating converters. Roundy [4]. 

Type Equation 
Max. Realistic 

Energy in mJ/cm
3
 

Max. Hypothetical 
Energy in mJ/cm

3
 

Piezoelectric 𝑢 = 𝜎𝑦
2𝑘2 2𝑌⁄  18 338 

Electrostatic 𝑢 = 0.5 ∈ 𝐸2 4.5 46 

Electromagnetic 𝑢 = 𝐵2 2𝜇𝐶⁄  4.5 410 

 

Table 1.2 Summary of the comparison of the 3 conversion mechanisms.  Roundy  [4]. 

 

Transducer Disadvantages Advantages 

Piezoelectric  More striving to join in micro 

system 

 Separate voltage sources is 

not required 

 Voltage outcome in a range 

of 3-9 V 

Electrostatic  Separate voltage sources are 

required 

 Compatible with micro 

system 

Electromagnetic  Voltage outcome in a range of 

0.1-0.3 V 

 No voltage sources needed 
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Fig.1.2             (a)                                            (b)                                    (c)
a) Piezoelectric energy harvesting.b) Electrostatic energy harvesting  
c) Electromagnetic energy harvesting 

1.2.1. A. Piezoelectric Generator

         The  piezoelectric  materials  are  smart  materials.  These    smart   materials are

straining   due  to  an  electric  field  generated  and  vice - versa.    Piezoelectric  converters 

add  a  great  value  to  electrostatic  transducers  and  electromagnetic  transducer.

Nevertheless,  piezoelectric  converters  at  times  are  tough  when  applying  to  micro- 

machined process.  Roundy [5]  used  by a  steel center shim  to  scrutinize and invent a

bimorph PZT  generator.  The entire volume of the cantilever beam is 1cm
3
. A prototype

piezoelectric generator was constructed and authenticated as illustrated in Fig 1.2 (a). On

the  basis  of  the  load  factor,  a  2.25  m/s
2 

input  vibration  with  a  power  of  120  Hz was

   produced from 125µW - 975µW.Roundy [5].

  The power was yet again examined by joining the generator straight to capacitive 

load. Initially the  generator supplied power through a DC-DC converter to a 

transceiver Roundy  [5]. 

 

1.2.1. B. Electrostatic Generator 

  

 

             

         

   

           

 

           

         

  As expostulated by Meninger. [9] the electrostatic transducers are adaptable  to 

Micro-  machined capacitor.  The two different suggestions were considered: 1) A

parallel capacitor functioned by stable charge 2) a rake through capacitor functioned by 

stable voltage. The transducers launched on electrostatic damping are known as the

Coulomb Damped Resonant Generators (CDRGs). The voltage increases, but capacitance 

decrease, when capacitors charge is maintained constantly. Both the charge and the

capacitance decrease, when capacitor’s voltage is maintained constantly. By controlling
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the capacitor’s voltage than capacitor’s charge, we can transform more amount of

mechanical energy into electrical energy. However, the primary voltage source needs to 

have a minor value if the charge across the capacitor is controlled. By adding the

capacitor in parallel to MEMS capacitor, we can boost the charge of the electrical energy. 

This technique requires more value from the initial voltage source, which is a major

drawback. This technique requires more value from the initial voltage source, which is a 

major drawback.  Through the variable capacitor the transducer generates 8µW from an

input of 2,520 Hz.A detached voltage source is required to set a preliminary charge on 

the plates of the capacitor, which is a major drawback.

  In  Fig.1.2 (b) the structure demonstrated by Meninger [9] is shown. 

The  anchors to the substrate fix the dark  areas, even though the bright regions  move 

freely through inertial vibrations.  Roundy [11] projected this structure as the overlap 

intersection converter, by changing the overlap area of the interdigitated limbs the

capacitance variation is shaped. The capacitance alters when the plates move in the 

direction of the arrows, and this happens because of the alteration of the overlap area of

the interdigitated limbs Roundy [11].

  Sterkan [10] has initiated a new method to the electrostatic MEMS CDRG.  A 

major positive step is that electrets are engaged for polarization and for this a voltage

source is required Meninger. [9] .    The appliance has 2 micro - machined capacitors 

which are placed parallel to carry a stable charge. The conflicting capacitance

dissimilarity is found on modifiable capacitor. Meninger.Ref.[9] and Roundy Ref.[11]

theory contain time where the electrostatic doesn’t change, as the adjustable capacitor has 

to be charged and discharged to increase the storage of energy. Nevertheless, the

operational theory of the flexible capacitor offered ensures a sense of duty cycle of 

hundred percent. This premeditated prototype micro-generator is capable of producing

110µW electrical power of 1,250 Hz with a 25 µm displacement. 

 

1.2.1. C. Electromagnetic Generator 

The Electromagnetic generator is preferred by 2 methods: 1. A movable magnet’s 

flux is  attached with a coil, 2. A movable coil is attached with the flux of an unmovable 
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magnet and both work on the same principle. The second one is preferred on the basis of

preparation  as  electrical  wire  is  unmovable.  Mrs.Williams [6-8]  filed  a  formulated 

electromagnetic  MEMS  VDRG, a  macro scale  demonstrator,  the  development  of  an

electromagnetic  micro-generator  that  produces 0.35µW  from  an  excitation  input  of 

4.2MHz as shown Fig 1.2 (C). 

1.2.2 Solar Energy 

 Solar energy is a  natural energy, a renewable energy which is a substitute to the 

conventional energy,  this energy is accessed to power the portable devices. The 

photovoltaic cells convert sun’s energy into electrical energy. Photovoltaic cells have a 

power range from milliwatt to kilowatt and are used in almost all the appliances. The use 

of photovoltaic in handy articles is a wonderful option in the present environment. 

The PV system can extensively rely on solar power in outdoors. The intensity of 

the solar radiation depends on the climate and the position of the site, with reference to 

the latitude and longitude of the earth. The angle of inclination and direction of 

photovoltaic cells is crucial in receiving the maximum solar radiation. For example, the 

annual solar radiation in Netherlands is 995 kWh/m
2
 and in Tanzania it is 2025 kWh/m

2
. 

However, indoor solar radiation is less significant it is about 4 - 20 W/m
2
. At present, the 

greater part of solar cells are prepared using semi-conductor materials: crystalline silicon 

(89%), amorphous silicon (10%), cadmium telluride (0.5%), copper indium, diselenide 

and gallium arsenide, citesol:reinders. The energy transformation effectiveness of  PV 

solar cell is characterized as the ratio between the solar cell surface and the output power. 

If the solar radiation is 1000 W/m
2 

, solar cell’s efficiency is 10%, for a solar cell surface 

of 100 cm
2 

we can produce 1W. The lifespan of a PV solar cells is 20 years. 

 

The consumer goods are generally handy devices with a small power requirement

1mW, and with a life span of approx. 2-6 year. According Veefkind [12] the trade of PV 

powered  consumer  goods is distinguished  by the use of  amorphous  silicon because of

its effectiveness in indoors. The crystalline silicon is a best choice for outdoor consumer 

goods. Here  are  few  examples  of  consumer  goods  which  contain  PV  solar cells:

calculators, solar watches, FM radios, mobile phones, solar lanterns, battery chargers, etc.
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In  1999,  8%  of  the  world’s  PV  cell  consignment,  which  is  equivalent  to 10MWp,  was 

intended  especially  for  indoor  consumer  goods. In 2000a  quantity  corresponding  to

44MWp has been traded for consumer goods which correspond to about 22% of the PV 

cells trade.

 Veefkind [12] existing  and  exciting  effort  on  industrial  blueprint  and  PV rays

power considers the energy balance of diverse consumer goods to make certain that solar 

energy is an applicable foundation is appreciable. The solar Tergo, a charger is used with

a  backpack,  for  small  handy  products  such  as  mobiles  and  Audio  players.  The  Solar 

Tergo  is  made  up  of  PV  cells  and  a  cell  battery  pack.  Veefkind [13] conducted tests 

twice on the solar Tergo to acquire facts on energy that can be produced by a PV cell 

built-in on handy objects. The former trial showed an immobile setting upof the solar 

Tergo cells, at an inclination of 70 degrees southward.

The latter trail showed with a portable device in the Netherlands at an inclination

of 90 degrees of the solar Tergo. The output of PV cells of both the portable device and 

stationary PV cell is compared.

For  pacemakers,  other  implants  and  bio-sensors  the  solar  energy  is  a  suitable

source  of  power.  Generally,  these  devices  utilize  batteries  which  are  lithium-based  and 

come  up  with  a  life  span  of three  to four years.  The  Instituto  de  Energ  a  Solar  and  the

Grupo  de  Dispositivos  Semi-conductors  have  proposed  an  application  which  works  on 

solar  energy  and  powers  this set  of  devices.  Bentio [14] This method uses an optical

fiber  whose  diameter  is  equivalent  to  a  hair  and  is  positioned  beneath  the  skin  on  the 

upper part of the body (hand) to get access to the solar power, the optical fiber powers the

PV cell in the implant with a solar power Bentio[14].

  An innovative technology of solar cells is rapidly evolving. Till recently, the solar 

power required costly silicon-based panels to generate electricity, making it costly by five

to ten times the traditional power plants.The latest technical advancements on solar cells 

offer  us  economical  and  durable  solar  cells.  The  companies  like  GE,  Konarka,  Nano-

solar,  Siemens  and  STM  are  functioning  in  bringing  a  great  change  in  solar  cells. 

Konarka  is  manufacturing  flexible  plastic  strips  that  convert  solar  energy  into  electrical
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energy. Konarka’s strips are economical and can be produced on a large scale by use of

production line coating machines and rollers. The cost of conventional panels greater 

than the new generation printable solar cell's cost Fairly [15].    These are same

durability and produce the same power. The printable solar cells are lightweight and 

flexible making them suitable for all sorts of surfaces: Laptops, cell phones, etc.

Moreover, it can be used to coat structures or surfaces to recharge the batteries of hybrid 

cars. Advances in materials science and Nano-materials provide the foundation of

printable solar cells. Siemens envisages that their printable solar cells effectiveness will 

be  increased by 11%  in a very short time. Fairly    [15]. Nano -solar forecasts that their

prototypes shall capture 11% of inward solar energy. This technology can enable nano 

solar to stem paint, photo voltaic onto building tiles, vehicles, and wire them up to 

electrodes. Nano-solar predicts that the prototypes shall capture 15% of incoming solar

energy. Fairly [15].  

1.2.3 Radioactive Specks  

  

 

                               Lal  [16] expostulated the necessity for a minor and significant

power  sources  to  power  MEMS. Both  the  Cornell  University  and  the  University  of 

Wisconsin  are  working  on  yielding  the  unrestricted  energy  naturally  emitted  by  minute

specks  of  radioactive  resources.  emit  energy.  This  novel  power  source  is  a  great 

successful  endeavor  to  micro  fuel  cells.  Micro  fuel  cell  energy  density  is  approx.  5-10

times  of  lithium-ion  battery, Micro  fuel  cell  needs  to  maintain  store  the  fuel  and  reject 

derivatives and the package to hold fuel is tough to scale downward. The nuclear micro-

batteries can produce 50 mW of electric power with 10 mg of polonium-210, enclosed in

1 cm
3
, during four bases. At the present time, a novel venture has boosted the competence 

of nuclear micro-batteries from 4%  to 20%. The novel elements which brought about the 

change are radioactive piezoelectric generators, nickel-63 is the radioactive source used 

in a thin film of 4 mm
2
.
  
A rectangular cantilever is placed on the top of it, when electrons 

move rapidly from the radioactive source to the copper sheet, the cantilever is charged 

negatively where as it is charged positively, the source then attracts the cantilever. At the 

top of the cantilever a piezoelectric material is placed, so the mechanical stress of the 

bow produces a voltage across the electrodes attached.When the cantilever bows to the 
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point where the copper sheet touches the radioactive source, electrons flow back to the 

source and the electrostatic attraction finishes, at this moment, the cantilever oscillates 

and produces a series of electric pulses. An additional point that has been added is to 

have individual battery, i.e. nuclear battery to each component  like sensor, actuator, and 

micro-processor. The advantage of this idea is, by running different components on 

multiple nuclear batteries the load on the main battery can be reduced drastically. 

1.2.4 RF Power  

 

 

              

            

 

           

 

           

              

 

  A rectenna is a rotating antenna that generates electrical energy (DC) from 

microwave energy. The schottky diode positioned amid antenna dipoles can be used to

construct a rectenna. By using the microwaves the diode puts right the current stimulated 

in the antenna.Friedman [17].

The RF radiation is a remarkable method to transfer power to embedded

electronics. This method facilitates a smooth flow when the energy source is close to the 

electronic device. Nevertheless, rules and the guidelines limit the power radiate to

standards that permits receiving a power of 55µW transmissions from a range of 5 

meters. Friedman.[17].  

1.3 Overview of Thesis 

 

 

 

  The climatic energy sources, i.e. thermal gradient, vibration, fluid flow, solar, etc. 

have  been  examined  and  found  that  climatic  energy  harvesters  are  suitable  and  long

lasting by placing into exercise of sensor node networks. In the present and the following 

chapters, it is revealed that gathering mechanical pulsation is a achievable power source,

compatible with the requirements of wireless sensor nodes. The current research focuses 

on the conversion of ambient mechanical vibration to electrical energy.

  The main  aim  was  to  fabricate  a  crystal  (piezoelectric  material)  of  certain 

composition,  which  can  withstand  to  vibrations beyond  the  present  range.  Once  the

fabrication of the crystal was completed, structural vibration and dielectric analysis have 

been  carried  out  on  the  respective  experimental  setups.  The  results  were  evaluated  and

compared  to  those,  which  exist  theoretically,  and  practically,  the  increase  of 
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Titanium composition led to the structural changes in the crystal thereby not being

limited to its particular range.

    In addition,work will be focusing on Multi-applications, Analysis and Optimization 

of Piezoelectric Energy Harvesting Concepts.


